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ABSTBACT

Previous research has investigated laser beam

interaction with flat surfaces. Those studies have

generated theoretical foundations for cratering, plasma

formation and expansion, and electric and magnetic field

dynamics.

Ihis study applies previously developed theory to

understanding damage to spherical targets of 1 millimeter

diameter and smaller. The targets analyzed were irradiated

on one side with 300 picosecond iodine laser pulses (6 X

10^5 ^ cm-2) , Direct laser beam damage and surface damage

to areas remote from the focal spot were analyzed.

Time-resclved pinhole photography, x-ray spectroscopy, and

electron microscope photography were used to determine

sequence, mode and severity of damage. Finally, a model for

the creation and spread of the laser-produced plasma around

the sphere is formulated, taking into account plasma

pressure gradients, magnetic fields and hot-electron

transport.
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I- IHIBODDCTION AND BACKGBQOND

Since the discovery of the laser in the early 1960*s,

the industrial, military and academic communities have

conducted extensive studies into the interaction of beam

radiation with various materials. The effects of high power

lasers on target surfaces include heating, melting,

vaporization, emission of a plasma made up of charged

particles, and electromagnetic phenomena.

Over the past two decades, extensive research has been

devoted to the study of phenomena associated with the

resulting laser- produced plasmas. Early investigations into

laser induced electron emissions were conducted by William

I. Linlor in 1962 £Bef. 1 ]• Discovery of self-generated

magnetic fields were made independently by Korobkin and

Serov [Bef- 2] and Stamper [Bef. 3] in the late 1960 »s.

Since then, a icultitude of studies have been conducted at

the l^aval Postgraduate School (NPS) and elsewhere dealing

with laser-plasma associated self -genera ted magnetic fields,

currents, hot-electron transport, x-ray emission and ether

related topics.

However, those studies were based on laser interactions

with flat surfaces. With the current interest in laser

induced fusion, the study of laser interaction on spherical

targets of less than one millimeter diameter is necessary.

Using the Asterix III laser at the Max-Planck Institute for

Quantum Optics in Garching, Federal Republic of Germany,

small steel and vanadium spheres were irradiated at

intensities of 6 X IQis ^ cm-2 .

This study examines the damage to these targets. From

the data and photographs taken at the time of the original

experiments [Ref. 4], coupled with analysis of damage mode
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and distribution, a model is formulated for the dynamics of

the plasma damage.

Ihis thesis is divided into six sections. Section II

discusses theory relevant to direct laser damage and the

plasma damage which occurs in areas remote from the focal

spot, along with other plasma related phenomena. Section

III describes the experimental arrangement, both that of the

team at the aax-Planck Institute and analytical methods used

for this study. Section IV contains the data and results,

and the components of the total model proposed in the

Summary and Conclusions write-up. Section V and VI.
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II. IBEOEI

High power laser beams directly damage target surfaces

by a variety of thermal, impulse and electrical effects.

The absorption of the incident energy creates a hot plasma,

which spreads beyond the shot crater to cause extensive

surface ablation by thermal evaporation, ion sputtering and

unipolar arcing,

A. DIRECT LASEE BEIH DAMAGE

Of the different damage mechanisms caused by lasers,

thermal damage is the most significant in the area of the

focal spot. The damage is due to the absorption of the

laser photon energy by the surface atoms, resulting in

melting, vaporization and ionization. The vaporized and

ionized atoms create a hot plasma gas, which carries away

with it target material, leaving a crater on the surface at

the focal spot. The size and depth of the crater is a

function of the focal spot size, the laser intensity, and

the pulse duration.

A second mechanisn by which a laser damages a target is

impulsive loading. The rapid expulsion of matter from the

shot crater, blow-off, has ncmentum. The laws of physics

reguire that as the blow-off occurs, an equal but opposite

force be exerted en the target to conserve momentum.

Impulse is generally not a significant damage mechanism on a

macroscopic scale,

A laser beam, being electromagnetic in nature, contains

intense electric and magnetic fields. In addition, the

ionizaticn of the target surface and the temperature

gradients also produce self generated currents and magnetic

12



fields. These electromagnetic fields determine, to a large

degree, the dynamics of the expanding ionized plasma gas and

the literated electrons.

B. FIASHA DAHAGE

Any damage to the surface of a target outside of the

shot crater is due to plasma surface interaction.

Mechanisms effecting laser plasma are difficult to discuss

in isolation, since they are all interrelated. The laser

creates a plasma of ions and hot electrons, which cause

currents, vhich cause magnetic fields, which cause the hot

electrons to be reflected back to the surface, which causes

the creation of more plasma and the emission of x-rays. The

magnetic fields also restrict the plasma flow, while the

plasma is causing arcing to the surface. Each of these

effects will be discussed independently in the following

sections.

1 . Unipol ar Arcing

"Unipolar arcing represents the most damaging and

non-uniform laser-plasma-surface interaction process since

the energy available in the plasma concentrates towards the

cathode spots." £Ref. 5] During laser impact, the surface

is vaporized, creating an electron and ion plasma. In

addition, a space charge sheath covers a portion of the

target due to electrons making large amplitude orbits, tut

confined by the target potential, and electrons escaping

from the target completely, as discussed by Ebrahim et al

[Ref. 6]. Unipolar arcing is a purely electrical

plasma-surface interaction process which leads to crater

formation, called laser pitting. It occurs whenever a hot

plasma of sufficiently high electron temperature interacts

with a conducting wall. Many micro-arcs burn between the

13



surface and the variations in the sheath potential. The

surface acts as both anode and cathode in the arcing

process, due to localized variations in surface potential

relative to the plasma. The plasma energy is concentrated

onto a single spot of micrometer dimensions, causing small

craters. The material ejected from the crater in small jets

leads to ripples in the critical density contour and highly

localized shock waves which further soften the surface.

The mechanisms of unipolar arcing, including

detailed equations, diagrams and photographs is covered

extensively by Schwirzke in reference 7, so it will be only

briefly summarized here. The guasi-neutrality requirement

for a plasma leads to the formation of a sheath between the

target and the plasma. The plasma loss rate to the wall is

controlled by the sheath potential, (V^ ) . Arcing occurs if

the sheath potential increases to the point where it can

ignite and sustain an arc. A current loop is set up, and

the arc burns with the surface acting as both anode and

cathode (Figures B.I and B. 2) . A perturbation in the sheath

may result in an ion density increase above the cathode

spot, resulting in a potential sufficient to drive the

current causing the arc (Figure B.3). The increased

pressure above the cathode spot also causes a radial

electric field, E^ , in a ring-like area above the spot.

This radial electric field reduces the plasma potential in a

ring around the cathode spot, which allows the electrons in

the high energy tail of the maxwellian distribution to reach

the surface, thus closing the current loop for the unipolar

arc.

The size of the crater is a function of burn time

(i.e. the duration of the plasma over the surface and/or the

duration of the perturbation necessary to sustain the arc)

and the sheath potential, which is a function primarily of

the hot electron temperature. TJhenever there is a plasma.
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there is arcing; one has never been observed without the

other. The size, density and superposition of arcs can be

used as indicators of the plasma dynamics for an experiment.

2. Hot Electron reposition

"While electromagnetic energy may liberate electrons

in a number of ways, resonance absorption accounts for the

vast majority of fast electrons emitted from an area

irradiated by a laser pulse. In resonance absorption,

incoming electromagnetic waves are linearly converted to

outgoing plasma waves near the critical layer. These in

turn transfer their energy to an outgoing stream of fast

electrons. Return current fellows a different path such

that it produces a current loop and finite magnetic field.

Hot electrons may carry up to 30^ of the absorbed

laser energy away from the focal spot [Eef- 8].

Suprathermal electrons are found to be nearly collisionless

with the surrounding plasma, which expands at velocities of

the order of 10^ cm/sec. A significant fraction of the

electrons are reflected at the plasma cloud boundary,

depositing their energy on the target away from the focal

spot.

The exact trajectory of the electrons is comflicated

by intense magnetic and electric fields, Amiranoff et al

carried out guantitative analysis of the amount of erergy

carried away from the laser impact area by suprathermal

electrons on several of the world's research lasers,

includin<j the Asterix III iodine laser used in this

experiment (Table I) [fief. 9]. An appreciation for the

significance of hot electron transport may be gained when

the fact that the energy carried away by the suprathermal

electrons may sometimes exceed the energy deposited under

the fecal spot is considered [Eef. 9].
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Hot electrons execute large excursion orbits in the

electrostatic fields of the target along the outer edge of a

rapidly expanding ion sheath. The expansion slows as the

halo propagates outward. Forslund and Brackbill described

how the halo would expand until the end of the laser pulse

for larger targets [Bef. 10]. For smaller planar targets,

they found that the halo would spread to the edge of the

target, become stationary and bright momentarily, then go to

the rear. These findings explain how a plasma sheath formed

from a laser shot at a sherical target will spread around

the sphere for the duration of the laser pulse. In all

cases, the expansion terminated when the laser was shut off.

Tihile many electrons return to the focal spot, many

execute large excursion trajectories, returning back to the

target at the leading edge of the outer sheath, resulting in

the acceleration of fast ions and more or less uniform

heating of the surface by the electrons, creating a plasma

and causing x-rays to be emitted. The tendency of electrons

to deposit at the edge of the ring is due to the toroidal

magnetic fields in the plasma channeling the electrons to

the edge of the plasma cloud. For a spherical target, if

the pulse is of sufficient duration, the plasma clouds

spread around the entire surface and meet 180 degrees from

the shot impact area. Several interrelated effects will

combine to make this rear surface one of extreme electron

deposition. First, the magnetic fields will combine to make

this an area of high magnetic flux, thus channeling the

electrons to the surface better. Second, the plasma fronts

will combine to make a very high pressure gradient,

contributing to the magnetic fields. Furthermore, the area

over which electron deposition occurs will be greatly

reduced from a large area over an entire arc of the sphere

to a single point on the rear of the sphere. This reduction

in area will cause a dramatic increase in the electron flux.

16



further contributing to the fields. Lastly, the increased

electron deposition will cause greater heating and

ionization of the surface, resulting in a newly created

plasma contributing its own pressure and field gradients to

those of the laser produced plasma-

3- Magnetic Fields

The dynamics of laser produced self -generated

magnetic fields have been extensively studied at NPS and

elsewhere. In studief conducted by F. Schwirzke [fief. 11],

the dependence of the magnetic fields as a function of time,

position, laser power density and ambient background

pressure was examined. The magnetic fields were found to

propagate at velocities approximately equal to those of the

plasma fronts. The plasma temperature and density gradients

were attributed to the mass difference between the heavy

ions and light electrons. The strongest field production

occurs at the edge of the focal spot where the temperature

gradient is largest and at the front of expanding plasma

where the pressure gradient is largest. :*1agnetic field

intensities in the megagauss range have a significant effect

on the density and temperature gradient distribution in the

plasma (via 3^ X B) .

The research conducted by McKee et al at NPS

[Ref. 12] further investigated the dynamics of

self-generated magnetic field associated with laser proddced

plasmas. The magnitude of the fields generated were found

to depend greatly on ambient pressure. The current-density

distribution produced the se If -generated magnetic field via

[ y J B = n'2) . The current flow in NcKee's experiments was

found to be toroidal- The overall equation which governs

the self-generated magnetic fields is

dB _ I r^2r^. r7„/r? „^\^ k

at MoC7
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where v^ is the electron flow velocity, n© is the electron

density, T© is the electron temperature, (J is the scalar

electrical conductivity. The last term in the above

equation is the source term

S= -ilTeVTe-Vne

Examination of the source term shows that no field

generation can occur unless Y7Te and ^n^ are nonparallel.

The largest fields are generated during the laser heating of

the plasma. However, since plasma is still being created

after the end of the pulse, magnetic field generation and

even field reversal may occur at some finite time after

laser pulse termination.

Sakagami et al [Ref. 13] carried out research

similar to that of Schwirzke and McKee, but also studied the

effects of the trajectories of the electrons emitted by

resonance absorption in addition to the magnetic fields

resulting from thermoelectric mechanisms. The fields

resulting from thermoelectric mechanisms were found to be

toroidal in shape, as described by Schwirzke and McKee,

while the magnetic fields resulting from resonance

absorption were found to create a lobe pattern. The actual

pattern of the magnetic fields around the focal spot was

found to te a superposition of these two geometries. The

magnetic fields were found to be frozen in the expanding

plasma, and could survive for nanoseconds, even though the

pulse duration was only 30 picoseconds.

rabbro and Mora [Hef. 14] found that the dc toroidal

magnetic fields account for the hot electron transport which

leads to ring-like structures around the laser impact area.

The rings were attributed to deposition of energy carried by

electrons whose trajectory was governed by

Me^=-efE+VxB

18



Ihe higher the magnitude of the magnetic field, the longer

time the electrons would spend in the corona, resulting in

deposition of energy at greater distances from the laser

focal spot. The rings of deposition were found to be

typically on the order of one millimeter from the focal spot

center.

Forslund and Erackbill found in their investigations

[Hef. 10] that the electrons heated by resonant absorption

of laser energy generate intense magnetic fields which

rapidly spread from the edge of the laser spot to the edge

of the target, beccne momentarily stationary, then move

around to the back of the target (Figure B.4). The magnetic

fields were found to transport convectively the hot

electrons and confine a major portion of the deposited

energy.

Stamper et al examined the extent of the magnetic

fields generated [Ref. 3]- They determined that the large

temperature gradients produced by lasers caused

photoionization of the background gas. The photoionization

resulted in large thermoelectric current flow in the gas,

with corresponding magnetic field generation- That was also

the finding of WcKee, which accounts for the dependence on

ambient pressure. Photoionization is complete out to a few

millimeters, then rapidly decreases as the inverse square of

the radius.

19



III. EXPERIMENTAL ABRANGEMBNT

The targets analyzed for this thesis were the sutject of

experimeDts carried out by K. Eidmann et al at the

Max-Planck Institute for Quantum Optics in Garching, Federal

SepuLlic of Germany [Eef. 4]. The objective of the original

experiments was to determine the difference in hot-electron

transport between supported and unsupported targets. Ihe

targets analyzed herein were retrieved from the bottom of

the experiment chamber at conclusion of the experiment.

Figure B-5 shows the experimental set-up, including the

simple mechanism for release of unsupported targets and

diagnostic apparatus. The targets were placed on a flexible

steel ribbon, which was punched down using the snapper of a

mouse trap. The inertia of the target sphere kept it from

being snapped immediately away, resulting in its motion

being only that of free fall. After two milliseconds, the

laser is fired. In this time interval, the sphere would

have moved approximately twenty micrometers, a negligible

distance in relation to other dimensions of the experiment.

Ihe target spheres used were made of either solid vanadium

or steel, and ranged in size from 320 to 1000 micrometers in

diameter.

The laser used to irradiate the targets was the Asterix

III iodine laser. The laser pulse was 100J/300 ps (full

width at half-maximum), with a wavelength of 1.3

micrometers, and a focal spot diameter of 60 micrometers.

The intensity corresponding to these specifications was 6 X

1015 ^ cm-2 ,

A kOfspectrometer and an x-ray pinhole camera were used

to determine quantitatively the hot-electron energy

deposited on the target sphere. A series of shadowgraphs

20



using a 3 ps exposure time and 1.95 ns interval was used to

generate a time resolved seguence for each experiment. An

electron spectrometer using no screen film was used to

deteraine the energies of emitted electrons. Several pieces

of cellulose nitrate ( CN- ) film were affixed to the inner

wall of the target chamber tc record fast ion emissions.

Four different calorimeters at different angles with respect

to the horizontal plane measured the x-ray emission from

each target.

The results presented in reference 4 were used in the

general analysis of these targets studied. However, several

variables which would strongly influence guantitative

results were unJcncwn. Ihese variables were target

composition, laser pulse power and ambient backcround

pressure inside the target chamber. Whether the targets

were made of steel (or even exactly what type of steel) or

vanadium would determine their thermodynamic

characteristics, hardness and even the characteristics of

the plasma produced. As determined by Schwirzke in

reference 11, the ambient background pressure greatly

effects how the plasma and magnetic fields propagate.

Finally, as in all lasers, the pulse to pulse power varies;

so for precise guantitative analysis, a measurement of the

exact power of the pulse corresponding to a particular

target would have to te known.

Target surface daaage was then studied with the aid of

an electron microscope. Low magnification photographs (X

100) were taken to be used as a reference for additional

photographic mapping and also to give an overall impression

of the damage, flith the low magnification photograph in

hand, detailed examination of regions which typified ether

modes or densities of damage could be carried out. The

laser shot axis (i.e. crater) was always used as the

reference, with all ether points being measured radially as

21



degrees off shot axis. These high magnification photographs

(up to X 5000) were used to determine unipolar arc size and

density, surface flow patterns, and other general

characteristic of the surface. Two photographic series were

made to form detailed composites to study the radial

progression of damage on different size targets from the

shot crater to the rear pole of the sphere.

22



IV. DATA AKD BESDLTS

A total of five targets, varying in size from 570

micrcnieters to 1 millimeter in diameter, where examined.

These targets were representative of the entire group,

providing an adequate base on which to formulate a model for

laser target damage to spherical targets. The following

sections contain observations, data, and calculations, along

with interpretations of the cause and effect of each

phenonencn.

A. DIEECT LASEB DAMAGE

The area of each sphere which sustained the direct laser

pulse is obvious, due to the crater. Table II lists the

data for the targets analyzed. Figures B.6-B, 10a illustrate

that the interior surfaces of the craters are essentially

identical, having the smooth appearance of solidified liquid

metal. Figure B.11 depicts the crater sizes of

representative targets relative to the focal spot size to

illustrate the extent of direct shot damage. The laser beam

strikes the surface, then progressively vaporizes the target

(Figure E.12). The variation in crater size is most likely

due to fluctuations in the energy from pulse to pulse, which

is characteristic of all high power lasers, and to possible

variations in sphere composition.

The second point of note on the photographs is that

molten metal is forced radially from the crater. In some

cases, targets B and E, liquid metal covered the entire

hemisphere of the shot, before its momentum carried it

beyond the equator, leaving "fingers" of molten metal

reaching around the edge. In three of the cases, targets A,

23



C and D, any liquid metal that did return to the surface of

the sphere did so in the form of debris (Figure B.13). The

factors -which may determine if liquid metal spreads smoothly

over the surface or is scattered in the form of debris are

sphere composition and crater depth- Whether the spheres

were made of vanadium or steel would determine the thermal

characteristics of the material- The steepness of the

crater walls would determine the trajectory at which the

liquid material left the target- Spheres B and E appeared

to have shallower craters than did spheres A, C and D.

B. UHIPOLAH ARCIHG

Unipolar arcing was found to be present over most of the

surface of all of the spheres. The size and density cf the

arcs varied greatly as a function of the plasma dynamics

over that particular spot. The main plasma, that created by

the vaporization/ionization of the surface irradiated by the

laser, spread radially from the focal spot. The plasma

motion would be governed by the plasma pressure gradients,

thermal velocities, and magnetic fields. It would continue

to increase for the duration of the pulse (Figure B . 14) .

All surface area exposed to the plasma gas will

experience arcing to some degree. The areas of large arcs

and high arc density were covered by a plasma of very high

sheath potential for a relatively long period (Figure B.15).

The superposition of arcs means that one arc burned until it

could nc longer be sustained, then later, conditions

requisite for arcing were once again met over that same spot

(Figure E.16). If arcing is very dense, the molten metal

from one arc may fill an adjacent arc crater. Areas of high

density cf arcing will also exhibit large amounts of debris

from those arcs scattered about the surface- The areas over

which little plasma spread experienced very light arc
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damage, as can be seen on the tack sides of targets A and B

(Figure B.17). The arcs in this region are very small and

widely spaced.

While the main plasma is spreading, hot electrons are

being emitted from the shot crater, many of which execute

orbits and deposit on the leading edge of the plasma. These

impact on the surface, creating their own plasma, with

associated pressure gradients and magnetic fields. The

areas of hot electron deposition were determined by X-ray

pinhole photographs. In the analysis of these spheres, the

surface areas corresponding to those which emitted intense

X-rays were pitted by dense unipolar arcing. Since this

plasma was formed after the laser pulse plasma, analysis of

the arc and flow patterns give a good indication of the

overall time resolved plasma dynamics.

On the larger targets, this hot electron induced plasma

occurred near the equator. On smaller targets, it occurred

more towards the pole opposite the shot. Table III gives

representative distributions based on X-ray photographs.

Figure B.18, copied from reference 4 . An insight into the

reason behind these distributions may be gained by noting

the radial distance traveled by the plasma front. The

velocity of the plasica front will be similar for all shots.

Taking the distance traveled and dividing that by the pulse

duration gives correct characteristic velocities for the

plasma, within an order of magnitude. These calculations

also agree with the shadowgraphs. Figure B.19 .

The X-ray photographs and shadowgraphs of the larger

spheres show a great deal of activity at the equator,

because that is as far as the plasma could travel before the

pulse ended. On the intermediate size targets, the plasma

had just enough time to reach the back, at which point the

plasma fronts met, creating a denser plasma. In addition,

this area would have been where the hot electrons associated
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with the plasma fronts would have been deposited,

contributing further to the plasma density- The electron

deposition would be even further enhanced by the fact that

the point 180 degrees from the shot axis would have been a

magnetic maximum. On the smallest spheres, the plasma would

have had time to spread beyond the confines of the sphere.

Ihere would be hot electron deposition on the rear surface,

tut since the plasma fronts do not exactly coincide with

this surface, it would be somewhat less. This could account

for the lower intensity of the 320 micrometer X-ray

photograph. As no spheres of this size were available for

analysis, the distribution and extent of damage cannot be

verified.

The wave-like flew patterns on target A are away from

the equator in both directions, with arc density decreasing

with distance from the equator- This indicates that a dense

plasma was emitted from the crater and spread as far as the

equator (figure B-22). The hot electrons created a plasma

at the equator, which combined with the main plasma cloud to

become even more dense (Figure B.23) . When the laser pulse

ended, the pressure gradient associated with the equatorial

plasma became dominant, spreading radially in both

directions until the plasma dissipated (Figure B.24). This

model would account for the flows in both directions from

the equator, and the higher arc density on the shot

hemisphere. Target B exhibited the same type cf flow

patterns as A (Figure B.16) , since the spheres are of

identical dimension, except that all damage to the shot

hemisphere has been concealed by the molten metal flow.

Target C provided some of the most striking evidence in

support cf this plasma dynamics model. The arcing is very

dense in the area of the shot crater (Figure B.25). At the

area 180 degrees from the shot axis, dense arcing occurred,

but the flow direction is random (see center of Figure
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B.26) . Examination of areas approximately 135 degrees from

the shot axis shows definite flow patterns away from the

rear axis (Figure B.26). Due to the small size of the

target, a magnetic maximum was created at the pole opposite

the shot crater and this area also corresponded to the

maximum expansion of the laser plasma cloud (Figure B-27).

Hot electrons were deposited here, creating a dense plasma.

Ihis plasma then spread radially toward the shot crater

until the laser pulse ended (Figure B.27a)

.

Another factor which may have contributed to the flow

pattern on the rear surface of target C is shock waves

created by the high velocity plasma fronts. As the plasma

clouds spread around the sphere, they will collide at the

pole opposite the crater (Figure B.23) . The result will

contribute to the high pressure gradients on the rear

surface, until this pressure becomes dominant and spreads

radially forward toward the shot crater, contributing tc the

organized flow patterrs observed in Figure B.26 .

C. HCT ELECTROH TBIHSPOET

Ihe mechanics cf hot electron transport are well

understood, and covered in detail in the references cited in

the theory section. To make an analysis of the ability of

these electrons to create a plasma, it was necessary to

determine the amount of energy they would deposit on the

target surface. Eeference 4 states that the observed

spectrum of suprathermal electrons was in the energy range

of 50 - 100 KeV. From Principles and Techniques of

Radiation Hardening by N. J. Rudie [fief. 15], it was

calculated that these electrons would have a penetration

depth of 8.3 - 26 micrometers. Therefore, they would

penetrate just slightly into the surface, depositing their

energy. If the reasoning of J. D. Hare et al is followed
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£Bef. 8], the energy balance on the target would be

approximately:

Energy onto target 100 J

Energy absorbed by target (30%) 30 J

Energy absorbed by ions (60?S of absorbed) 18 J

Energy absorbed by hot electrons (30% of absorbed) 9 J

Energy used to preheat target (10% of absorbed) 3 J

Table III lists the calculated values of energy flux on

the surface. The flux values were found to be on the order

of magnitude of 10*2 T?/cm2 , which is sufficient for the

creation of a plasma. These values are based on the irodel

that 9 J of energy in the hot electrons was deposited over

the area which emitted the x-rays, during a period equal to

that of the laser pulse.

il Q. 9.^ energy in hot electrons)

(Area of Deposition) X (Pulse duration) = INTENSITY

The value for the 320 micrometer sphere is probably high,

since the plasma would have spread beyond the rear surface

of the sphere, as noted earlier.

The propagation velocity of the plasmas can te deduced

by analysis of the X-ray photographs and the shadowgraphs.

From the X-ray photographs, the radial velocity of the

plasma from the laser impact area was calculated tc be

between 2.4 and 3-5 X 10« cm/sec (see Table IV). The

propagation velocity of the hot-electron- produced plasma

radially outward from the surface was determined from Figure

3.19 to te between 3.8 and 4.2 X 10* cm/sec (see Table V) .

The difference between these plasma velocities and those

calculated earlier is about two orders of magnitude. The

difference may be explained by ; (1) the observed halo is a

dense layer of overlapping plasma jets rather than a uniform
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expanding plasma front, and (2) the plasma is cooler than

the laser-produced plasma, and therefore propagates more

slowly. Although these calculations are extremely crude,

the order of magnitude of the answers does agree with laser

plasma velocities found elsewhere in the literature and does

present a method for analysis of these velocities.
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7. SOHMAfil

To summarize the findings presented in the Data and

Results section, the following sequence of events has been

formulated. The sequence of the events is based on the

target flow patterns, density and size of unipolar arcs,

shadowgraphs, and x-ray photographs. The events are

presented in the sequence in which it is believed that they

occurred, but the times are only approximate.

E70T (time =0)

The target is undamaged and unsupported (i.e. free falling) .

The laser is fired at time = 0.

E7FNT I (time = - .3 nsec)

The laser beam irradiates the target. The photon energy

ionizes, then progressively melts and vaporizes the exposed

critical layer. A plasma gas develops at the focal spot

with very high temperature and pressure gradients. Hot

electrons are emitted primarily due to resonant absorption.

Some of the electrons escape, but many of them return at the

focal spot, while ethers execute orbits and return at the

leading edge of the plasma cloud. Strong magnetic fields in

the megagauss range are created within the plasma. Powerful

current loops are set up within the plasma and target

surface. A potential sheath is created between the

expanding plasma and the target surface, accompanied by

unipolar arcing. Intense x-rays are emitted from the focal

spot.

Even t 2 (time = 0.3 - 2.3 nsec)
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Ihe laser pulse ends at time = 0-3 nsec. Due to the large

pressure gradients, the plasma continues to expand at a

velocity of the order of 10^ cm s~^ . The expansion is

restricted by the large magnetic fields now frozen in the

expanding plasma. Areas of high electron deposition become

hot, causing them tc emit x-rays and create a plasma of

their own. Liquid material from the shot crater begins to

cover the shot hemisphere, either as debris or as a smooth

flow,

Ey ENT 3 (time = approximate 2.3 nsec)

Ihe laser plasma has reached the maximum extent of its

expansion. On the 1.0 millimeter sphere, this occurs near

the equator, 90° frcm the shot axis. The expansion is

stopped by this point being the maximum extent to which the

pressure gradient and magnetic field would allow it to

expand, and also by the opposing pressure gradient cf the

plasma being created at the equator by the hot electron

deposition. On the smaller spheres, the laser fronts will

have collided at the rear pole, creating a high pressure

gradient and shock waves. The magnetic field lines frozen

in the expanding plasaas will also have combined, resulting

in a large magnetic field. These combined effects will have

a channeling effect for hot electrons, focussing them onto a

single spot 180° from the focal spot. This high electron

flux will result in highly localized surface heating, which

will cause x-ray emission, plasma creation, and dense

unipolar arcing.

EVENT if (time > 2.3 nsec)

The pressure of plasma gas over the areas of hot electron

deposition becomes dominant over the laser produced plasma.

On the 1.0 millimeter spheres, the pressure is greatest at

the equator, causing flow toward both poles (i.e. the shot
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crater and the pole 180° from the shot crater) . On the

smaller spheres, the newly created plasma gas will flow from

the rear pole (180° from shot axis) toward the shot crater-

The plasma flow direction will cause metal liquefied by

unipolar arcing to orient itself in the direction of the

flow. The creation of new plasma by hot electron deposition

has essentially ceased by this time. The plasma present is

expanding primarily under its own pressure gradients and

magnetic fields. Unipolar arcing is still occurring, but

the sheath potential and plasma pressure are dropping, so

the arcing activity is decreasing.

E7|NT 5 (time > 4.2 nsec)

All plasma pressure gradients continue to drop and the

plasma clouds reach their maximum extent. The sheath

potential drops below its critical value, causing unipolar

arcing to cease. The liquid metal streams on the target

surface ccol, preserving the record of destruction. for

these targets, the entire process is over in a few

nanoseconds.
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VI. C0NCIU5I0NS

As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this study

lias to determine the dynamics of laser target damage to

spherical targets of a millimeter or less diameter. The

model developed and proposed here includes no attempt at

quantitative analysis, due to the number of experimental

imJcnowns, However, utilizing available shadowgraphs and

x-ray photographs, coupled with analysis of metal flow

patterns and unipolar arc distribution on the target

spheres, a plausible model of the sequence of damage was

formulated. This model combines the complex interactions of

thermal, elect rodynamic and mechanical effects. Ihe

analysis of the actual damage demonstrated that the most

significant macroscopic damage occurred at the focal sfct

due to direct thernal melting and vaporization of target

material. In areas remote from the shot crater, extensive

damage occurred due to unipolar arcing. The arc size and

density were found to be a function of how dense the plasma

was and how long it persisted over that particular spot.

The flow patterns of the liquefied surface metal were used

to support hypothesized dynamics of the plasmas.

The main difference between this experiment and those

for the controlled fusion program is in the targets used.

The ccntiolled fusion program uses spheres of these sizes,

but they are thin walled and filled with a deuterium-tritium

gas. Ihe laser power, irradiating the small sphere

simultaneously from many directions, will be used to

compress and heat the D-T gas mixture to levels necessary

for fusion. In the targets studied here, the targets did

not collapse, the x-rays did not go into the target, and a

plasma was created which spread around the surface.
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While a direct correlation may not be drawn between this

study and those related to the controlled fusion prcgram,

some of the procedural and diagnostic techniques may prove

valuable. The ability of a laser beam to focus accurately

on a target of these dimensions was demonstrated by the team

which conducted the experiment. The use of pinhole

shadowgraphs and x-ray photographs was proven as an accurate

measurement technique for the plasma dynamics on targets of

this size. The plasma velocities calculated from these

results agree with those found elsewhere in the published

literature. These methods of remote measurement will be

necessary since the targets will be too small, and

temperatures and pressures too high, for readings by

conventional probes.

Further studies cf the damage mechanisms to spherical

targets can be carried out. By using existing laboratory

facilities at NPS, spherical targets of known composition

could be irradiated at known background pressures. The

intensity of each pulse could be measured, and probes could

be used to measure the magnetic fields. Then the arc size

and density distribution could be mapped and correlated with

all of the above data to get a more quantitative model of

the plasma dynamics for spherical targets.
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APPENDIX A

TABLES

TABLE I

RADIAL IBAaSPOKT HEASUHEflENTS FOB ASTERIX III IODINE LASER

Irradiance (IQis w cir-2) 6.0 ± 2.0
Wavelength (micrometers) 1.3
false leDQth FWHM jps) 300
Fractional absorption 0-4
local deposition {%) 1 ± 0.2
Remote deposition (a) 6 ± 1

Spreading Rates (IQs cm s-*

^

3. 5 ± 1.5

TABLE II

TARGET CRATERS

lARG EI SPHERE DIAKETER
(micrometers)

A 1000

B 1000

C 570

D 570

E 570

CRATER DIAMETER FIGURES
(micrometers)

337 B.6,E.6a

524 B.7,E.7a

400 E.8,E.8a

250 B.9,E.9a

280 B.10,B.10a
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TABLE III

HOT ELiCTfiOH DEPOSITION ANALYSIS
FECM X-RAI PHOTOGRAPHS

TARGET SIZE ARC CI X-RAY AREA OF ENERGY FLUX
EMISSION DEPOSITION DEPOSITED BY

HOT ZLECTEONS
(micrcmeters) (degrees) (in2) (W/cni2)

1000 90 - 120 7.85 X lO"* 3.8 X 10^

450 90 - 180 3.18 X IQ-^ 9.4 X IO12

320 120 - 180 8.04 X lO-s 3.7 X 10i3

TABLE 11

PLASMA VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
DERIVED FROH X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHS

TARGET
(micrcmeters)

MAX RADIAL EXTENT
(degrees)

DISTANCE
(cm)

VELOCITY
(cm/s€c)

450 180 .071 2. 4 X 108

1000 120 0. 10 3.5 X 108

TABLE V

PLASH A VELOCITY DISTRIBHTIONS
DERIVED FROM SHADOWGRAPHS

TARGET
(micrcmeters)

DIST IN 1.9 nsec
(mm)

57 7, 1

1000 8.0

VELOCIIY
(cm/sec)

3.8 X 106

4.2 X 10 6
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FIGDBES
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PLATE

Figure B.I EguilibriuB Plow of Electrons and Ions
to Isolated Plate.

© ION ELECTRON

III ij LJ.
Vc<Vf

RETURN CURRENT

Figure 3.2 Eguilibriun Flow of Electrons and Ions to Isolated
Plate witfi Electron Emission from a Cathode Spot.
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Figure E- 3 Dnipolar Arc Model.
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Figure B.4 Magnetic Field Lines Showing Propagation
to Bear Surface of Target.
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Fiaure B.5 Experimental Scheme With Diagnostic and Sinple
Apparatus for the fielease of Free-Falling Targets.
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Figure B.6 Target A (X 100)

Figure B. 6a Target A Crater (X 200)
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Figure B.7 Target B (X 100)

Figure B.7a Target B Profile (X 100)
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Figure B. 8 Target C (Z 100).

Figure B. 8a Target C Crater (X 200)
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Figure B.9 Target D (X 195).

Figure B. 9a Target D Crater (X 190)

.
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Figure B. 10 Target E Crater (X 165) .

Figure B.lOa Target E, 135 Degrees Off Shot Axis (2 145)
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Figure B. 1
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Belative Dimensions of Laser Pulse,
Crater and Sphere.
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Figure B,12 Progressive Vaporization of Sphere by laser Beam,

Figure B. 13 Smooth liquid Hetal Flow (L)
Liguid Metal Debris (R)

.
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Figure B,14 Initial Plasna Expansion from a Laser Pulse.

Figure E. 15 Target A (Z 2000)
Area Severely Eaaaged by Arcing (Note Debris)
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Figure E. 16 Target B (I 2000)
Superposition of Several (5) Arcs in One Location.
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Figure B.17 Target A, 90 - 100 Degrees Off Shot Axis (X 1000)
Bote Smallness and Sparsity of Arcs.
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Figure B.20 Time Resolved Shadowgraph
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Figure B.21 Composite Profile of Target A (X 200)
Note Distribation and Flow of Damage.
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Figure B.22 Initial Plasma Flow for 1.00 mm Target-

Figure B.23 Growth of Hot Electron Plasma
at Equator of 1.00 mm Target.

Figure B.2U Final Phase Showing Plasma Spread
at Equator of 1.00 mm Target.
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A
Figure E.25 Target C (X 1000)
Area just Outside Shot Crater.
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Figure B.26 Target C (X 1000)
Center Photo at Pcle, Others

lote Flow

Area just Outside Shct Crater
135 Degrees

Direction-
Off Sfcot Axis
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Figure B.27 Hot Electron Deposition and flagnetic Field
of .570 mi Target.

Figure B. 27a Plasma Flo¥ After Laser Pulse.
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Figure B-28 Collision of Plasma Fronts at Rear Pole
of Target Creating Shock. Waves.
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